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A truly effective learning environment should be comfortable, inviting and inspiring for both 
students and educators. From K-12 buildings to higher education institutions, school budgets 
offer little to no flexibility, and maintenance costs factor highly in choosing flooring and other 
interior pieces. Hallmark’s rigid core resilient floors optimize any learning environment and are 
cost effective.

An important detail to consider when choosing commercial 
resilient floors for educational settings is the construction of 
the subfloor. Resilient floors are designed to go over wood 
or concrete sub floors. Floating floors are best for second 
stories or first floors with suspended wood. Glue direct floors 
are more stable and are suitable for all levels, including light-
weight concrete.

The best use for Hallmark commercial resilient floors is in 
interior hallways, lobbies, and classrooms. Turn to our Courtier, 
Voyager, Times Square, 3Twenty & 2Twelve collections for 
a variety of wood visuals, textures and concrete designs, all 
of which can be recoated to extend the life of the floor, and 
reduce maintenance, life cycle cost and liability.

HALLMARK FLOORS
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3TWENTY,  MADRID MAPLE



Studies show a strong correlation 
between a learning environment 
and student success.

TRUE, JUNIPER MAPLE

See installation matrix on last page for 
types of educational flooring we offer 
along with recommendations for the 
best choice for each type of space.3TWENTY, REDONDO OAK



EDUCATION Classrooms Offices/Admin Indoor Corridors Restrooms/Locker 
Rooms

Libraries/ 
Common Spaces

True Hardwood

Alta Vista Hardwood

Ventura Hardwood

Novella Hardwood

Regatta Rigid Wood * *
Courtier Waterproof * *
Times Square  
Waterproof

2Twelve Waterproof

3Twenty Waterproof

Voyager PVC Free  +  +  +  +  + 
Xcora Strand Bamboo ** *
Pureform Traditional 
Bamboo

** *

* Click/floating floors not recommended for this particular application 
** Contact Hallmark Floors with project-specific details  
*** Dry areas suitable; wet areas unsuitable  
 +  Wet set installation required  

www.hallmarkcommercial.com
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